
 

WSOP CIRCUIT 2019-20 
MAIN EVENT REPORT 

 

Circuit Stop: Horseshoe Hammond (Ind.)  

Event:  No-Limit Hold’em Bounty 

Buy-in:  $400 

Date: 24 February 2020 

Entries: 233 

Prizepool: $53,590

 

BRAD LAPAYNE WINS 1ST WSOP CIRCUIT RING IN 

HAMMOND 

Reired firefighter and panoramic photographer claims gold in first WSOPC  final table 

appearence 

Brad LaPayne came away with his first World Series of Poker gold ring on Monday. The 
retired firefighter/panoramic photographer took to the felt and bounty hunted through 
154 players in Event #4: $400 No-Limit Hold'em at the Horseshoe Hammond Circuit series. 
The win saw LaPayne bank $12,685 and collect 50 Casino Championship points to go along 
with his new piece of WSOP gold.  

“I don’t really go out and play much poker,” LaPayne stated. “I normally just play on 
Monday nights with around 10 to 40 people, but I’ve only traveled to the series over the 
summer a few times.”  

LaPayne’s lack of hitting the felt may have something to due with the 25 years he put into 
being a full-time firefighter while working as a panoramic photographer on his days off for 
the past 15 years.  

The non-stop work life for the past 15 years has been a blessing for the 65-year old retiree, 
as his hard work and dedication took him to the top stages of the sports world as LaPayne 
states, “I rose to a level in the photography world that amazed even myself.”  

Picking up his second job as a panoramic photographer lead to dream gigs for many, as he 
has shot 10 NFL Super Bowls, 12 NBA Finals, 8 MLB World Series lots of college sports and 
you can find his photographs at lapayne.com. 



 

 

LaPayne has took his hard work/dedication to the felt, achieving his largest victory in his 
first WSOPC final table, earning his first ring and he hopes to continue his success.  

“My wife reluctantly lets me play,” LaPayne stated with a smile on his face.  

“When you look at it from perspective, I haven’t made too much money playing but I’ll take 
the day off tomorrow to go home and give my wife some money... then I’ll be back out 
here.” 

 

MEET THE LATEST WSOP CIRCUIT RING WINNER 

Name:  Brad LaPayne 
Nationality: USA 
Birthplace:  Peoria, IL 
Current Residence: Champaign, IL 
Age: 65   

Profession: Retired 
Rirefighter/Photographer 
WSOP Bracelets: 0 
Previous WSOP Circuit Rings: 0

 

DIRECT LINKS 

FULL RESULTS 
BRAD LAPAYNE’S OFFICIAL WSOP PLAYER PROFILE 
OFFICIAL WINNER PHOTO 

https://www.wsop.com/tournaments/results/?aid=1&grid=1709&tid=18146&dayof=181461&rr=5
https://www.wsop.com/tournaments/results/?aid=1&grid=1709&tid=18146&dayof=181461&rr=5
https://www.wsop.com/players/profile/?playerID=115250
https://www.wsop.com/players/profile/?playerID=115250
https://www.wsop.com/pdfs/reports/18146-winner-photo.jpg

